A reward of $500 Offered for Every Wealthy Convict—Rich Boast of Breaking Dry Laws, She Asserts

In Austin, Tex., Nov. 28—Offering a reward of $500 for the arrest and conviction of every wealthy person who makes a little liquor for himself; who is worth more than bootleg liquor; if wealthy business men can fill their pockets full of boot and beard, to company about their home and the brand they have and not be molested, while the prohibition is being filled with poor people in the violation of the law who are not of any money, who have been found guilty of making a little liquor for home consumption, then indeed, when all things happen, justice becomes a mockery and the law becomes a stench in the nostrils of all law-abiding citizens.

At their state convening recently, who are so prone to criticize my administration for lack of enforcement of the liquor laws, he

The woman governor asserted her opportunity to join me in the arrest. She declared, "I Miriam A. Ferguson, governor of this state, charged with enforcement of the liquor laws, he

The governor challenged the Methodist of the state to "get out and not patronize so many bootleggers;" and convicts the poor and fortunate in the state to "get out and not patronizing so many bootleggers,既

"If the rich of this country were not patronizing so many bootleggers, the law could not be enforced, and the law enforcement, and we will not blame for violation of the liquor laws, he

The woman governor made scathing remarks about judges who drank "I am not undertaking to justify the liquor laws; but I can call upon the Methodist newspaper publisher dism.准入 the executive office, this 28th day of November, 1925. (Signed)

"MIRIAM A. FERGUSON, Governor of Texas."